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Received 21 February 2017; revised 24 May 2017; accepted 6 June 2017AbstractIn this project we have investigated the 5-nucleon model system in the picture of the specific alpha-state structure, by extending
the Yakubovsky schemewith the inclusion of the spin and isospin degrees of freedom. The Yakubovsky formalism for the 5-nucleon
system in the effective alpha-neutron attractive model leads to a set of two coupled equations, based on two relevant alpha-nucleon
sub cluster components. To this regard, by switching off the fifth nucleon interactions, the 5-nucleon Yakubovsky equations can be
reduced to a typical 4-nucleon problem. To calculate the 5- and 4-nucleon bound state equations, the coupled equations are pro-
jected in the momentum space in terms of the Jacobi momenta. In the calculations two different spin-dependent and one spin-
independent nucleonenucleon potential types are dedicated, such as AfnaneTang S3, MalflieteTjon I/III and Volkov poten-
tials, respectively. The some obtained binding energy differences between the 4-nucleon system in the alpha-state and the 5-nucleon
system in the case of alpha-nucleon structure demonstrating the effective interaction between the alpha and an attractive neutron.
The obtained results for the effective interaction are consistent either for spin-independent and spin-dependent interactions. Also,
the binding energy results are in excellent compatibility with the achieved results by other techniques.
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Considerable interest has been already shown by both
the theorists and the experimentalists in the study of
alpha-nucleon interactions, as this process gives insight
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002light on the basic two-body interaction. Added interest is
also due to the fact that it essentially involves the study
of N ¼ 5 systems. Incidentally, there is no experimental
evidence, so far, for the existence of bound states of five-
baryon systems except that of 5He. An objection to the
use of simple phenomenological potentials for alpha-
nucleon (aN) scattering arises from the fact that such
these potentials allow a bound state, for the five-baryon
system. In addition, it is well-known the main impor-
tance in the few-body problems are finding an exactn behalf of University of Kerbala. This is an open access article under
4.0/).
ky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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teractions, governing on these systems. Therefore, the
investigation of scattering and bound states of nuclei
interacting via simple and realistic interactions particu-
larly has been always in the center of the interest and
description of light a-core nuclei, especially considering
the effective aN interactions, requires well established
approaches to the solution of the non-relativistic
Schrodinger equation, as well as investigation of the
identity of the effective aN interactions.
In recent decades, considerable effort has been
made to study the effective aN interaction in the
scattering analysis, such as multichannel aN and aa
interactions [1], bound-state properties of the 6He and
6Li in a 3-body model, with investigation of aN in-
teractions [2], interactions of aN in an elastic scat-
tering [3], a survey of the aN interaction [4], peripheral
aN scattering with NN potential [5] and microscopic
calculations of 5He with realistic interactions [6] that
are very valuable in determining the extent to which
nuclei may be successfully described as a system of
nucleons. Beside, significant researches has been
exerted to obtain accurate ground-state properties of
the nuclear bound systems, particularly for N  4 with
simple and realistic potentials, such as Stochastic
Variational Monte Carlo (SVM) technique [7] which,
used simplified with two-body interactions, without
realistic nuclear forces and the Nonymmetrized
Hyperspherical Harmonics (HH) scheme [8] appears to
be pretty promising to deal with permutational-
symmetry breaking terms in the Hamiltonian. The
HH computational schemes are usually based on the
partial-wave (PW) method. The SVM technique,
however, is made directly using with vectors in
the configuration space. The achievements in [7,8]
demonstrate that a direct treatment of the 5-nucleon
(5N) systems and beyond is now manageable on the
todays computers. Therefore, in order to solve the 5N
systems, we suggested that a generalizable and old
reliable method, the solution within the Yakubovsky
equations, is now desirable. Now, after the study of the
four- and six-body bound systems in the case a-core
structure within the powerful Yakubovsky scheme, in a
typical partial-wave representation [9] and three-
dimensional formalism [10] that the technical exper-
tise has been developed and the very strong increase of
computational power just recently achieved allows to
study the 5N model system problems in that solution of
the Yakubovsky equations for the case of alpha-
neutron ða nÞ model, to estimate the effective 2-
body aN interaction. It is worthwhile to mention that
a realistic 5N problem is not allowed for a bound state,Please cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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teractions, namely a-particle and an attractive nucleon
we make the 5N problem for the case of a n
configuration as a bound system. Also, an objection to
the use of simple phenomenological potentials for aN
scattering arises from the fact that such these potentials
allow a bound state, for the 5N system. Therefore, in
order to investigate the effective aN interaction in the
specific a n configuration of the 5N model system,
we extend the 5N Yakubovsky equations for 5He,
extending the applications to spin-dependent particles
and in order to calculate the binding energy results, we
evaluate the coupled equations in momentum space on
the basis of partial-wave decomposition. Next, we have
developed a particular representation of the high-sized
eigenvalue matrix, which is methodical with respect to
the number of components and well suitable for a
numerical implementation. In pursuit of this aim, we
investigated the accuracy of the calculations regarding
the number of grid points and calculate the expectation
value of the 5N Hamiltonian operator.
In this article first, we give a brief review of the 5N
Yakubovsky formalism by using the standard cluster
notation [11] that leads to four coupled equations with
four independent components. Next, we select some
specific components, where the a n approximation is
valid and work only with two coupled equations in
terms of two remaining components. In order to solve
the coupled equations we project these components to
the corresponding partial-wave basis states based on
Jacobi momenta with the inclusion of spin and isospin
degrees of freedom. Next, describes details numerical
techniques with typical eigenvalue equation form that
characterized the dimension of the problem. Next, we
introduce the relevant spin-dependent and spin-
independent potential models that are used in the nu-
merical calculations and report the binding energy re-
sults for 5N ða nÞ and 4N (a-state) problems, with
respect to the regarded obtained from other methods.
Finally, we evaluate the expectation value energy for
testing the accuracy of the numerical implementations
and also the concluding remarks are provided.
2. The 5-nucleon Yakubovsky scheme in a sub
cluster band
In order to show the specific a n coupled equations,
as well as the anti-symmetrized total state wave function
of the effective structure for 5He, a brief review of
the Yakubovsky equations to the 5N problem using the
sub clusters notation [11] is derived. In view of the
expectation for the dominant structure of 5He, namelyky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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sequential sub clustering can be stopped with 2-body
fragments. In a 5-particle system, there are ten different
cluster decompositions (c4) having 4 clusters. They are
labeled by the only two-body cluster c4 they contain, e.g.
c4 ¼ 12≡12þ 3þ 4þ 5. In the following formalism
the single particles in sub clusters will no longer be
displayed. To the solution of the 5N bound system in
Yakubovsky scheme using the sub clusters notation, the
idea is to first sum up the pair forces in each sub cluster
of 4-body fragments (c4), in a second step among all sub
clusters of 3-body fragments (c3), and then in a third step
among all sub clusters of 2-body fragments (c2). In the
spirit of the usually applied to approximate effective a
n configuration model, it is worked out that formalism
ending with 2-body fragments sub clusters. To this end,
we start from the following non-relativistic Schr€odinger
equation for 5N bound system, 
H0 þ
X10
c4
Vc4
!
J¼ EJ; ð1:1Þ
where H0 stands for the kinetic energy operator,P10
c4
Vc4≡V12 þ/þ V45 is the summation of the all
4-body fragments sub clusters, that is equivalent with
all 2N interactions, and E is the total energy of the 5N
system. According to the Yakubovsky scheme, Eq. (1.1)
is rewritten into a homogenous (bound state equation)
integral equation
J¼ G0
X10
c4
Vc4J; ð1:2Þ
where ½E  H01, stands for the 5N free propagator
function and the total wave function J, includes the
summation of all pair forces as follows
J¼
X10
c4¼1
jc4≡j12 þj13 þj14 þj15 þj23 þj24 þj25
þj34 þj35 þj45;
ð1:3Þ
where each pair (c4) having 4-body fragments is sub
clusters of some 3-body fragments (c3) as follows
jc4¼12 ¼
X6
c3
jc4;c3≡j12;123 þj12;124 þj12;125
þj12;12þ34 þj12;12þ35 þj12;12þ45; ð1:4Þ
where (c3) refers to any 3-body fragments containing
the pair restricted to (c4 ¼ 12) and the sum runs overPlease cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002pairs c43c3. It means that the sub clusters c3 when
broken up lead to the sub clusters c4. Again each 3-
body fragments (c3) is sub clusters of some 2-body
fragments (c2). The above selected 3-body fragments
components are sub clusters of some 2-body fragments,
jc4¼12;c3¼123 ¼
X3
c2
jc2c4;c3≡j
1234
12;123 þj123512;123 þj123þ4512;123 ;
ð1:5Þ
jc4¼12;c3¼12þ34 ¼
X3
c2
jc2c4;c3≡j
1234
12;12þ34 þj125þ3412;12þ34
þj12þ34512;12þ34; ð1:6Þ
the first two components in the above-mentioned
equations, Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) are related to the very
approximate effective a n specific components.
Summing the 4-body fragments in Eq. (1.3), adding
3-body fragments, and corresponding 2-body fragments
together, the total 5N wave functionJ, Eq. (1.3) can be
obtained with 180 components in which the total wave
function can be compacted with suitable permutations.
In order to approach the approximate effective a n
structure, the formalism ends up with 2-body fragments,
and the relevant Yakubovsky components are selected,
where the specific structure approximation is valid.
According to the formulation of the 6-body Yakubov-
sky equations [12], we have implemented the similar
derivation to the 5-body system [13], namely after
applying the LippmanneSchwinger equation twice,
starting from integral form of the Schrodinger equa-
tions, Eq. (1.2), step-by-step and implementing the
identity of the nucleons, the 5N bound state formalism
finally leads to a set of four coupled equations, Eqs.
(1.7)e(1.9) based on four independent components, i.e.
j123412;123, j
1234
12;12þ34; j
123þ45
12;123 and j
125þ34
12;12þ34 þ j12þ34512;12þ34.
They are all independent 2-body fragments sub clusters
of the Yakubovsky special wave functions. Also more
discussions in details could be found in Ref. [13].
Therefore, the 5N Yakubovsky equations in terms of the
above-mentioned four independent components yields 
j123412;123
j123412;12þ34
!
¼G0

T 123ðP34Þ T 123
T 12þ34ð1P34Þ 0


" 
P45j123412;123 þj123þ4512;123
j125þ3412;12þ34 þj12þ34512;12þ34
!
þ
 
j123412;123
j123412;12þ34
!#
;
ð1:7Þky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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
j125þ3412;12þ34 þj12þ34512;12þ34

þj123412;12þ34

;
ð1:8Þj125þ3412;12þ34 þj12þ34512;12þ34 ¼G0T 12þ34

ð P35 P45Þ

j125þ3412;12þ34 þj12þ34512;12þ34

P45ð1P34Þj123412;12þ34
P35

ð1P34Þj123412;123 þj123þ4512;123

;
ð1:9Þregarding the sub cluster underlying the four components
only two of them, that is j123412;123 and j
1234
12;12þ34, are related
to the very approximative 2-body fragments configuration
model of an inert a-state and an attractive neutron, where
the approximation of a-particle and attractive neutron is
valid. The component j123þ4512;123 mentions to an inert 3N
together with a 2N sub cluster for the 5N system. The
linear combinations ðj125þ3412;12þ34 þ j12þ34512;12þ34Þ refers again
to an inert 3N together with a 2N sub system, where the
underlying fragmentation related to 2-body fragments
differ from j123þ4512;123 . Hence, it is obvious that the only
first two components, j123412;123 and j
1234
12;12þ34, are related
to the very approximate effective 2-body fragments
model of an inert a n and other components will
not be taken into account. Therefore, to establish the
expression for the total state of the a n structure, now
it is desirable to switch off irrelevant components from
the total state wave function J. Therefore, the a n
structure wave function with 90 components yieldsJan ¼½1P23 P24 P13 P14 þP13P24
h
ð1P34Þj123412;123 þj123412;12þ34
i
 ½1P23 P24 P13 P14 þP13P24

h
ðð1P34ÞðP45 þP35ÞÞj123412;123 þ ðP45 þP35Þj123412;12þ34
i
 ½P25 þP15 P13P25 P14P25

h
ð1P34Þj123412;123 þj123412;12þ34  ðð1P34ÞðP45 þP35ÞÞj123412;123  ðP45 þP35Þj123412;12þ34
i
:
ð1:10ÞIn order to consider the 3N forces, in addition to the
2N interactions in the Hamiltonian form in Eq. (1.1)
and to calculate the expectation value of the Hamilto-
nian operator, the above-mentioned total wave func-
tions have to be used. Clearly, the above-mentioned
total wave function is anti-symmetrized following the
Pauli principle, i.e. Jan ¼ PijJan. It is well-
known the first piece with 18 components has exactly
the form of the total wave function of a 4N bound state
problem [14].Please cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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ð1P34Þj123412;123 þj123412;12þ34
i
:
ð1:11ÞHence, for 5N bound system, the two above-mentioned
components, as a physical 4N problem in Eq. (1.11),
namely j123412;123 and j
1234
12;12þ34, not only do refer to the
contribution of the nucleons 1e4, but also have
contribution of nucleons 5. In the next step the specific
5N coupled equations as an a n system are repre-
sented in momentum space in terms of the Jacobi
momenta.
3. Momentum space representation
In this section, first we explain that why we choice
the specific components, namely related component
with a n configurations. Though, it is worthwhile to
mention that for full solution of the general case of 5N
system, we need modern super-computers with grid
parallel treatment. Therefore, we should consider all of
the four coupled equations, because all four indepen-
dent Yakubovsky components are equally important ingeneral case [13]. But here, we would like to study the
bound state of 5N system for the case of specific a n
structure. Therefore, we choose the first two compo-
nents, and the other components will not be taken into
account in the specific a n structure. Also, according
to Fig. 1, the effective interaction of a-particle is
governor in the remained components (see Fig. 1 and
compare with Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. [14]). For
approximating effective interaction as a 5N effective
a n structure, we selected j123412;123 and j123412;12þ34. Byky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
International Journal of Modern Science (2017), http://dx.doi.org/
Fig. 1. Schematic configurations of the 5N system as an a n structure in Jacobi coordinates. The u- and v-sets are related to
j123412;123 and j
1234
12;12þ34, respectively. In the bound circle the a-state plays as a 4N subsystem.
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equations, Eq. (1.7), lead to 
j123412;123
j123412;12þ34
!
¼G0

T 123ðP34Þ T 123
T 12þ34ð1P34Þ 0


" 
ð1P45Þj123412;123
j123412;12þ34
!#
:
ð2:1Þ
It is well-known that nuclear systems should be
treated in the fermionic approaches, and the Pauli
principle is taken into account, even for spinless par-
ticles. Also here, we describe the spin and isospin
degrees of freedom in corresponding basis states and
study the 5N system in the L ¼ 1 states, Therefore,
symmetrizing the special wave function that justifies
this 5N system is equivalent to a one neutron around an
inert a-state with isospin T ¼ 1=2 and mT ¼ 1=2
(one defines the magnetic isospin quantum numbers of
the neutron 1=2), wherever the total angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers of 5He ground state is ðL ¼
1; S ¼ 1=2; T ¼ 1=2Þjp ¼ 3=2 (see Tables 2 and 3 in
Section 4). In order to describe the corresponding
momentum basis states, for two specific components of
the effective a n configurations, the standard Jacobi
momenta with the angular momentum, spin and isospin
quantum numbers are described in Fig. 1.
According to the above-mentioned specific config-
urations, Fig. 1, after removing the contribution of the
fifth nucleon in the 5N coupled equations, Eq. (2.1),
namely P45≡0, the 5N system leads to a typical 4N
problem [14] as followsPlease cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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such reduction confirms that the Yakubovsky formalism
for 5N bound system in the specific structure is a valid
approximation and a powerful approach to describe the
effective a n structure. Therefore, in addition to the
bound state calculations of the 5N system, we also
calculate the 4N bound system for comparison. In order
to describe the effective Yakubovsky components of 5N
system in the case of a n structure, in momentum
space representation, we introduce standard Jacobi
momenta corresponding to the first two components.
For j123412;123 in terms of the first configuration in Fig. 1,
sets corresponding to u-set chains0BBBB@
u1
u2
u3
u4
K
1CCCCA¼
0BBBB@
1=2 1=2 0 0 0
1=3 1=3 2=3 0 0
1=4 1=4 1=4 3=4 0
1=5 1=5 1=5 1=5 4=5
1 1 1 1 1
1CCCCA
0BBBB@
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
1CCCCA:
ð2:4Þ
In the non-relativistic case we may express the kinetic
energy operator by two equivalent forms. The inverse
form of the above-mentioned transfer matrix is used for
representation of the kinetic energy in terms of u-set
Jacobi momenta.
Hu0 ¼
X5
i¼1
k2i
2m
¼ u
2
1
m
þ 3
4
u22
m
þ 2
3
u23
m
þ 5
8
u24
m
; ð2:5Þky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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Table 1
The number of partial-wave channels in low-laying states contributing
to both kinds of the 5N Jacobi coordinates for J ¼ 3=2. NSgu ðNTgu Þ
and NSgv ðNTgv Þ are the number of the spin (isospin) states respectively,
for both-set Jacobi coordinates in Fig. 1. For u- and v-set parts the total
spin and isospin are restricted to J ¼ 3=2 and T ¼ 1=2, respectively.
In this regard, the results of part (I) and (II) are given according to the
spin and isospin of the 5He state, where s5 and t5 are fixed to be one-
half.
(I): u-set Jacobi partition
s12
1
2

I3

I3
1
2

I4ðI4s5ÞJ S ¼ 12

t12
1
2

t3

t3
1
2

T4ðT4t5ÞT T ¼ 12
0 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

0

0 1
2

1
2
1

0 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

0

0 1
2

1
2
1
0 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

1

1 1
2

3
2
0

0 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

1

1 1
2

3
2
0
1 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

0

0 1
2

1
2
1

1 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

0

0 1
2

1
2
1
1 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

1

1 1
2

3
2
0

1 1
2

1
2

1
2
1
2

1

1 1
2

3
2
0
1 1
2

3
2

3
2
1
2

1

1 1
2

3
2
0

1 1
2

3
2

3
2
1
2

1

1 1
2

3
2
0
1 1
2

3
2

3
2
1
2

2

2 1
2

5
2
0

1 1
2

3
2

3
2
1
2

2

2 1
2

5
2
0
NSgu 2 N
T
gu
2
(II): v-set Jacobi partitions
ðs12s34ÞS

S 1
2

J S ¼ 1
2
ðt12t34Þt4

t4
1
2

T T ¼ 1
2
ð00Þ0

0 1
2

0 1 ð00Þ0

0 1
2

1
2
1
ð01Þ1

1 1
2

3
2
0 ð01Þ1

1 1
2

3
2
0
ð10Þ1

1 1
2

3
2
0 ð10Þ1

1 1
2

3
2
0
ð11Þ0

0 1
2

1
2
1 ð11Þ0

0 1
2

1
2
1
ð11Þ2

2 1
2

5
2
0 ð11Þ2

2 1
2

5
2
0
NSgv 2 N
T
gv
2
Table 2
The number of coupled equations for the 5N in a partial-wave rep-
resentation according to spin-isospin states ðS TÞ that we have taken
into account. NS=T is the total number of equations, where the Ngu and
Ngv are the number of u-set and v-set channels correspondingly.
ðS TÞ Ngu ¼ NSgu  NTgu Ngv ¼ NSgv  NTgv NS=T ¼ Ngu þ Ngv
1
2
 1
2

4 4 8
Table 3
The four- and five-nucleon binding energies for spin-independent
Volkov potential.
Method E4N ðMeVÞ E5N ðMeVÞ
VAR [21] 30.317
HH [22] 30.406 42.383
SVM [7] 30.42 43.00
HH [23,24] 30.420 43.032
This work 30.39 44.02
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002where ki is individual particle momentum in the center
of mass situation ðK≡P
i
ki ¼ 0Þ, that described by
relative Jacobi momenta ui ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ. Similarly,
to j123412;12þ34 in terms of the second configuration in
Fig. 1, belongs0BBBB@
v1
v2
v3
v4
K
1CCCCA¼
0BBBB@
1=2 1=2 0 0 0
0 0 1=2 1=2 0
1=2 1=2 1=2 1=2 0
1=5 1=5 1=5 1=5 4=5
1 1 1 1 1
1CCCCA
0BBBB@
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
1CCCCA:
ð2:6Þ
Correspondingly, the kinetic energy in terms of v-set
Jacobi momenta, are given as
Hv0 ¼
X5
i¼1
k2i
2m
¼ v
2
1
m
þ v
2
2
m
þ 1
2
v23
m
þ 5
8
v24
m
: ð2:7Þ
Now, we can introduce the basis states corresponding to
the two specific independent components. According toky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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+ MODELFig. 1 the partial-wave representation of the basis states
suitable for j123412;123, are given asju〉≡ju1u2u3u4;gu〉≡
u1u2u3u4; ðl1s12Þj1l212

j2ðj1j2ÞI3

l3
1
2

j3

l4
1
2

j4ðj3j4ÞI4ðI3I4ÞJ;MJ〉
5
t1212

T3

T3
1
2

T4

T4
1
2

T ;MT〉;
ð2:8Þhere the orbital angular momenta li go with the ui, sij are
2N spins for nucleons ij, ji are total 1 and 2N angular
momenta coupled out of orbital and spin angular
momenta, I3 and I4 are total 3N and 4N angular
momenta, j4 the total angular momentum of 5N and
finally I3 and I4 are coupled to J, the conserved total 5N
angular momentum. The second state in Eq. (2.8) refers
to isospin in an obvious manner. Correspondingly, the
basis states for j123412;12þ34 are given asjv〉≡jv1v2v3v4;gv〉≡
v1v2v3v4; ðl1s12Þj1ðl2s34Þj2ðj1j2ÞSðl3SÞI4l412

j4ðI4j4ÞJ;MJ〉5
ðt12t34ÞT4T412

T;MT〉; ð2:9Þwhere the orbital angular momenta li go with the vi, sij
are 2N spins for nucleons ij, S are total 4N angular
momenta, j4 the total angular momentum of 5N and
finally I4 and j5 are coupled to J, the conserved total 5N
angular momentum. The isospin coupling should be
obvious. For the sake of simplicity we switch off orbital
angular momentum quantum numbers, though, in the
numerical techniques we describe dependent on angular
grid points by choosing relevant coordinate systems. By
choosing the coordinate systems the orbital angular
momentums of the 5N system are automatically taken〈u;gu
j123412;123〉¼ Z u02du0 Z u002du00〈u;guG0T 123u0;gu0〉〈u0;

Z
u02du0
Z
u
002du
00
〈u;gu
G0T 123u0;gu0〉〈u
þ
Z
u02du0
Z
v02dv0〈u;gu
G0T 123u0;gu0〉〈u
Please cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002into account. Clearly, both the above-mentioned basis
states are orthonormal in Hilbert space.Z
V2DV
V1V2V3V4;gS;T〉〈V1V2V3V4;gS;T 
¼ 1; V2DV≡V21dV1V22dV2V23dV3V24dV4; ð2:10Þ
where Vi indicates each one of ui and vi magnitude of
vectors. In addition to the consideration of the spin and
isospin effects to the above-mentioned basis states, we
can make usage of that basis states without spin and
isospin effects, i.e. gu ¼ gv ¼ 0, and here correspond-
ingly we apply the spin-independent interactions. But,because of dealing with fermions, the Pauli principle is
taken into account, and by selecting the suitable coor-
dinate systems, we grid to consider the 5N system in
L ¼ 1. This scenario can be acceptable in few-body
problems in nuclear physics. Obviously, the both basis
are complete in the 5N Hilbert space. Now, we can
project the obtained coupled equations, Eq. (2.1) in
corresponding partial-wave basis states. Let us now
represent the coupled equations, Eq. (2.1) by inserting
the convenient relations, Eq. (2.10), between the per-
mutation operators, it resultsgu0 jP34P45ju
00
;gu00 〉〈u
00
;gu00
j123412;123〉
0;gu0 jP34ju
00
;gu00 〉〈u
00
;gu00
j123412;123〉
0;gu0 jv0;gv0〉〈v0;gv0
j123412;12þ34〉; ð2:11Þ
ky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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〈v;gv
j123412;12þ34〉¼Z v02dv0Z u02du0〈v;gvG0T 12þ34v0;gv0〉〈v0;gv0 ju0;gu0〉〈u0;gu0 j123412;123〉

Z
v02dv0
Z
u02du0〈v;gv
G0T 12þ34v0;gv0〉〈v0;gv0 jP45ju0;gu0〉〈u0;gu0 j123412;123〉

Z
v02dv0
Z
u02du0〈v;gv
G0T 12þ34v0;gv0〉〈v0;gv0 jP34ju0;gu0〉〈u0;gu0 j123412;123〉
þ
Z
v02dv0
Z
u02du0〈v;gv
G0T 12þ34v0;gv0〉〈v0;gv0 jP34P45ju0;gu0〉〈u0;gu0 j123412;123〉; ð2:12Þ
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Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are explicitly evaluated in
Appendix. After evaluation of each term in the right
hand side of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) and using the Delta-
function completeness and diagonal properties of the
Hilbert space in a partial-wave representation, as well as
evaluation of adequate ClasheGordon coefficients the
coupled integral equations are the starting point for the
numerical calculations as an eigenvalue equation form,
using an iteration method [15].
4. Numerical techniques
After evaluation of each term in the above-
mentioned coupled integral equations in the stan-Fig. 2. These coordinates represent the geometry of both sets Jacobi mome
Please cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002dard partial-wave representation, the obtained equa-
tions are the starting point for numerical calculations
as an eigenvalue equation form. In order to reduce
the high sized of the problem, first we choose a
suitable coordinate system. We draw with the third
vector V3 with parallel to z-axis, the second vector
V2 in the xez plane and the first vector V1 and fourth
vector V4 are arbitrary in the space. Therefore, we
need ten variables to uniquely specify the geometry
of the four vectors Vi ði ¼ 1;…; 4Þ with three
spherical and two azimuthal angles variables, and
last spin variable. According to the selected coordi-
nate system, Fig. 2, the independent angle variables
between the Jacobi momenta in both-sets are there-
fore given byntum vectors ui and vi corresponding to the Yakubovsky components.
ky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
International Journal of Modern Science (2017), http://dx.doi.org/
u31≡cosðu3;u1Þ¼ cosw1 v31≡cosðv3;v1Þ¼ cosq1
u32≡cosðu3;u2Þ¼ cosw2 v32≡cosðv3;v2Þ¼ cosq2
u34≡cosðu3;u4Þ¼ cosw4 v34≡cosðv3;v4Þ¼ cosq4
u21≡cosðu2;u1Þ¼ bu2$bu1¼u2u1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1u22q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1u21q cosð41Þ v21≡cosðv2;v1Þ¼bv2$bv1¼ v2v1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1v22q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1v24q cosðf1Þ
u24≡cosðu2;u4Þ¼ bu2$bu4¼u2u4þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1u22q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1u24q cosð44Þ v24≡cosðv2;v4Þ¼bv2$bv4¼ v2v4þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1v22q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi1v24q cosðf4Þ
ð3:1Þ
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+ MODELin the above equations the bui ðbviÞ is individual unit
vector of ui ðviÞ. By this selection the numerical
challenges of the two- and three-fold integral terms,
could be resolved, because we implement the same
integral-factor based on new angle factors. Therefore,
we replace the old integral factors, Eqs. (A.17) and
(A.26), with new factors, as follows:Z1
1
du32
Z1
1
du42
Z1
1
du34≡
Z1
1
d cos q2
Z2p
0
d42
Z1
1
d cos q4;
ð3:2ÞVtripletðrÞ ¼ 1000:0 exp
3:0r2 326:7 exp1:05r2 43:0 exp0:6r2 ½MeV;
VSingletðrÞ ¼ 1000:0 exp
3:0r2 166:0 exp0:8r2 23:0 exp0:4r2 ½MeV; ð3:5ÞZ1
1
dv320
Z1
1
dv420
Z1
1
dv34≡
Z1
1
dcosw2
Z2p
0
d42
Z1
1
dcosw4:
ð3:3Þ
We replace the continuous variables in the numer-
ical treatment by a dependence on certain distinct
values by using the GausseLegendre discretization.
The eigenvalue equation is solved by the iteration
method. We use a Lanczos-like scheme that is efficient
for nuclear few-body problems [9,10,14]. The energy
is varied such that one reaches eigenvalue to be one.
Since the evaluated coupled integral equations require
a very large number of interpolations, we use the cubic
Hermit splines of Ref. [15] for its accuracy and high
computational speed. More discussions in details for
numerical techniques can be found in Refs. [9,16].
In order to be able to match our calculations with
obtained by other techniques, we have used the rele-
vant spin-independent and also spin-dependentPlease cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
state structure with spin-dependent nucleonenucleon potentials, Karbala
10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002potential models (r is always in fm≡1015 m). The
nucleonenucleon potential model applied in the cal-
culations are defined as
I) Spin-independent Gauss-type Volkov potential
[17].
VðrÞ ¼ 144:86 exp1:487r2
 83:34 exp0:3906r2 ½MeV; ð3:4Þ
II) Spin-dependent Gauss-type AfnaneTang S3 po-
tential [18].III) Spin-dependent Yukawa-type MalflieteTjon I/III
potential [19].
VtripletðrÞ¼7:39exp½3:11r
r
3:22exp½1:55r
r

fm1

;
VsingletðrÞ¼7:39exp½3:11r
r
2:64exp½1:55r
r

fm1

;
ð3:6Þ
The potential strengths are in MeV for Volkov and
AfnaneTang and dimensionless for MalflieteTjon I/
III. The range parameters, namely exchanged pion
masses are in fm2 for Volkov and AfnaneTang and
fm1 for MalflieteTjon I/III potentials. Now, a num-
ber of the coupled equations in partial-wave repre-
sentation are discussed. Previously, in the partial-
wave representation of the 3N bound system equa-
tions, the number of partial-wave channels had to be
high, in order to achieve reasonably well enough
converged energy eigenvalues, namely Nu ¼ 34, Nv ¼ky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
International Journal of Modern Science (2017), http://dx.doi.org/
Table 4
The four- and five-nucleon binding energies for spin-dependent
AfnaneTang potential. The angular momentum quantum numbers
are labeled as ðLSÞJp.
Method E4N ðMeVÞð0 0Þ0þ
E5NðMeVÞ

1 1
2

3
2

F-Y [14] 28.80
VAR [25] 25.654
SVM [7] 30.37 44.27
This work 28.78 44.50
Table 5
The four- and five-nucleon binding energies for spin-dependent
MalflieteTjon I/III potential. The angular momentum quantum
numbers are labeled as ðLSÞJp.
Method E4N ðMeVÞð00Þ0þ
E5N ðMeVÞ

1 1
2

3
2

IDEA [26] 30.20
EIHH [27] 30.71
HH [23] 30.33
This work 30.31 43.90
Table 6
Convergence of the eigenvalue h of Yakubovky kernel and the
expectation value 〈H〉, with respect to the adequate number of mesh
points in Jacobi momenta, angles and spin effects.
NuJac N
v
Jac NShp ¼ NAzi NS=T h 〈H〉 Ean5N
10 10 12 8 0.989 46.2 43.83
12 12 12 8 0.992 46.6 43.86
14 12 12 8 0.996 45.8 43.88
16 14 12 8 0.999 45.3 43.90
16 16 12 8 1.000 45.2 43.90
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+ MODEL20 and Ng ¼ 5; 18; 26; 34; 42 (Nu and Nv are the
numbers of first and second Jacobi momenta, and Ng
is the number of partial-wave channels) [20]. For a
realistic calculation in the 3N problem, at least
Ng ¼ 34 channels are required and thus the dimension
of the kernel leads to N ¼ Nu  Nv  Ng  24; 000. In
contrast to the 3N system, the number of channels for
the 5N and 4N bound state in the case of a-states,
NS=T ¼ Ngu þ Ngv is in principle unlimited where Ngu
and Ngv are the numbers of gu and gv quantum
number combinations respectively, even if the nucle-
onenucleon interaction is assumed to act only in a
certain 2N states. We display adequate examples for
those maximum Ngu and Ngv values in Table 2. In
Table 1, the number of spin-isospin states are pre-
sented for both kinds of the Jacobi coordinates, gu
and gv, as well as the number of coupled Yakubovsky
equations in our partial-wave representation. The
angular momentum quantum numbers do not appear
explicitly in our formalism, since the basis is
restricted to L ¼ 1. Therefore a number of coupled
equations which are fixed according to the spin-
isospin states are strongly reduced.
5. Results
5.1. The four- and five-nucleon binding energies
In this section in order to investigate the effective
interaction between a-particle and an attractive
neutron we have presented the numerical results for
binding energies of the 5N in the case of a n struc-
ture, and compare with the 4N binding energies as a-
particle, because the binding energy differences be-
tween specific 4N and 5N structures in such a model
(a-state) refers to the value of effective interaction
between a-particle and attractive neutron. The results
for 4N and 5N bound-state are reported in the below
tables, respectively. For spin-independent Volkov po-
tential our numerical results for 4N and 5N binding
energies yield the values 30:39 and 44:02 MeV,
which as shown in Table 3 are also good agreement
with those obtained from other achievements.
For spin-dependent AfnaneTang potential our nu-
merical results for 4N and 5N binding energies yield
the values 28.78 and 44.50 MeV, which as shown
in Table 4 are also good compatibility with those
achieved from other calculations, namely SVM [7].
Correspondingly, our numerical results for Mal-
flieteTjon I/III with the value 30.31 MeV for 4N
binding energy, is in good agreement with IDEA [26],
EIHH [27] and HH [23].Please cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
state structure with spin-dependent nucleonenucleon potentials, Karbala
10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002Comparisons of our numerical results for binding
energies with spin-independent and also spin-
dependent nucleonenucleon type potentials are in
reasonable agreement with the obtained of other
methods in the 5N Yakubovsky calculations, and the
some obtained binding energy differences between 4N
ðaÞ and 5N ða nÞ systems, demonstrates that the
effective aN interaction attracts to about 13 MeV even
for realistic nucleonenucleon interactions. It is worth
to mention that all the scattering state calculations of
effective aN interactions with standard methods, con-
firms the findings of the authors.
5.2. Test of the accuracy of the calculations
In order to investigate the accuracy of our numerical
solution for the Yakubovsky integral equations (2.11)
and (2.12), and also the calculations of the total wave
function (1.10), we have calculated the expectation
value of the 5N Hamiltonian 〈H〉 and compared with
the calculated binding energy. The explicit form of theky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
International Journal of Modern Science (2017), http://dx.doi.org/
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expectation values of the free Hamiltonian as well as
potential are given as〈H〉≡〈JanjHjJan〉¼〈JanjH0jJan〉þ 〈Jan
VijJan〉¼ 60〈j123412;123jH0jJan〉þ 30〈j123412;12þ34jH0jJan〉
þ 10〈Jan
VijJan〉;
ð3:7Þthe potential term of the expectation value is calculated
with MalflieteTjon I/III interactions. In Table 6 the
obtained eigenvalue results are represented for binding
energy E ¼ 43:90 MeV for different mesh points. As
demonstrated in Table 6, the calculations of the
eigenvalue h converge to the value one for the number
of mesh points Jacobi momenta, angles and spin vari-
ables as NuJac ¼ NvJac ¼ 16, NShp ¼ NAzi ¼ 12 and
NS=T ¼ 8. The comparison between the expectation
value of the 5N Hamiltonian 〈H〉 and the eigenvalue
energy Ean5N shows that our both results are fair in
agreement. However, the improved agreement could be
achieved if we considered a larger number of mesh
points in our calculations.
6. Concluding remarks
In this project in order to study the alpha-nucleon
as an effective two-body interaction, we have solved
the coupled Yakubovsky equations for the 5N and 4N
bound state in the case of effective a-state structure,
like 5He and 4He nuclei, with respect to the regarded
spin and isospin degrees of freedom, which is
implemented in the basis of Jacobi momentum rep-
resentation. First, we formulated the coupled Yaku-
bovsky equations for the 5N in the picture of alpha-
neutron structure as the anti-symmetrized function
of Jacobi momenta, specially the magnitudes of the
momenta and the angles between them. We expect
that the coupled integral equations for a bound state
can be handled in a partial-wave representation and a
numerically reliable standard iteration method. In the
calculations, we applied the spin-dependent potential
models, i.e. AfnaneTang S3 and MalflieteTjon I/III,
along with spin-independent potentials. These poten-
tials provide reasonable results for binding energies in
comparison with the other results that have been
achieved in the previous calculations. In this calcu-
lation, as it can be seen, all the obtained results for the
4N binding energies are in excellent compatibilityPlease cite this article in press as: E. Ahmadi Pouya, A.A. Rajabi, Yakubovs
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002with the other results. Also, the obtained results for
5N system are in fair compatibility with the obtained
results from other methods. The calculated bindingenergies for 4N and 5N bound systems, by three-type
potentials with different behaviors, are represented in
Tables 3e5. The above-mentioned simplifications
naturally make our numerical calculations with devi-
ation, in comparison with the experimental data.
However, improved obtained results for the 5N and
4N system in comparison with the spin-independent
calculations, with respect to the regarded applying
spin-dependent nucleonenucleon potential models,
show that the spin/isospin effects in the calculations
play a nontrivial role in approaching the experimental
data. In addition, the some obtained binding energy
differences between 4N and 5N systems in such
structures suggest that the effective interaction of aN
occurs to about 13 MeV and is attractive. It is
mentioned that all the scattering state calculations of
effective aN interactions with standard methods,
confirms the findings of the authors.
In order to test the accuracy of the eigenvalue re-
sults, the stability of our algorithm and partial-wave
representation of Yakubovsky components have been
achieved with the calculation eigenvalue of Yakubov-
sky kernel, where different number of mesh points for
Jacobi momenta and angle variables have been used.
We have also calculated the expectation value of the
5N Hamiltonian operator. This test of calculation has
been done with MalflieteTjon I/III potentials and we
have achieved a good compatibility between the ob-
tained eigenvalue energy and the expectation value of
the Hamiltonian operator.Appendix.
Explicit evaluation of the coupled equations
To evaluate the coupled equations, Eqs. (2.11) and
(2.12), we need to evaluate the below matrix ele-
ments in partial-wave analysis
〈u;gu
G0T 123u0;gu0〉 ðA:1Þky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
International Journal of Modern Science (2017), http://dx.doi.org/
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+ MODEL〈u0;gu0 jP34P45ju
00
;gu00 〉 ðA:2Þ
〈u0;gu0 jP34ju
00
;gu00 〉 ðA:3Þ
〈u0;gu0 jv0;gv0〉 ðA:4Þ
〈v;gv
G0T 12þ34v0;gv0〉 ðA:5Þ
〈v0;gv0 ju0;gu0〉 ðA:6Þ
〈v0;gv0 jP45ju0;gu0〉 ðA:7Þ
〈v0;gv0 jP34ju0;gu0〉 ðA:8Þ
〈v0;gv0 jP34P45ju0;gu0〉 ðA:9Þ
To evaluate the first term, Eq. (A.1), we need to solve
the first sub cluster Faddeev-like equation to obtain
T 123 by using Pade' approximation [14], as follows
G0T
123 ¼ G0t12PþG0t12PG0t12P
þG0t12PG0t12PG0t12Pþ/: ðA:10Þ
The basis states that used in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are
restricted in low-lying states, namely without angular
momentum quantum numbers, though, we have
considered the angular grid point in Section 4 as
selecting the suitable coordinate system. Therefore, for
such a basis states the C.G. coefficients are generally
defined in a standard PW analysis〈gvjgu〉¼ Guv ¼ dTgvTgudMTvMTuð1Þs12þI3þ1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffibj2bs23 bI3bs34bs5bs45q
8><>:
 ð1Þt12þt4þ1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffibt2bt23bt4bt45p
8>><>:
t12
1
2
t3
1
2
t4 t23
9>>=>;
8>>>><>>>:
t3
1
2
1
2
1
2
t
t4 t45
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10.1016/j.kijoms.2017.06.002hence, the Guv in each bellow term is the corresponding
geometrical coefficient. To evaluate the first term of Eq.
(A.10), we should again insert a completeness relation
between the 2N t-matrix and permutation operator
P≡P12P23 þ P13P23 [14] as
〈u;gu
G0T 123u0;gu0〉¼ G0 Z u002Du00〈u;gujt12ju00 ;gu00 〉
 〈u00 ;gu00 jPju0;gu0〉;
ðA:12Þ
where
〈u;gujt12ju
00
;gu00 〉¼ 〈gujgu00 〉〈u1jt12ju
00
1〉〈u2
u002〉〈u3u003〉
 〈u4
u004〉;
ðA:13Þ
and
〈u
00
;gu00 jPju0;gu0〉¼ 〈gujgu00 〉〈u0jP12P23ju
00
〉þ 〈gujgu00 〉
 〈u0jP13P23ju00〉
ðA:14Þs12
1
2
I3
1
2
S s23
9>=>;
8>>><>>>>:
I3
1
2
S
1
2
1
2
s45
I4 s45 J
9>>>=>>>>;
t4
45
T
9>>>>=>>>;
;
ðA:11Þ
ky scheme to study the 4- and 5-nucleon systems in the case of alpha-
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00
;gu00 〉¼ 〈u1
tðεÞu001〉Guu00 d
u2  u002ðu002Þ2
d


u3  u003

ðu003Þ2
d


u4  u004

ðu004Þ2
; ε¼ E 3
4
u22
m
 2
3
u23
m
 5
8
u24
m
; ðA:15Þhere ε is the energy of 2N subsystem in u-set (see Eq.
(2.5)), and〈u;gujPju
00
;gu00 〉¼
d


u
00
3  u03

ðu03Þ2
d


u
00
4  u04

ðu04Þ2
Gu00 u0
Z1
1
du200 20
d

u01 
 1
2
u
00
2  u02

½u012
d

u
00
1 
1
2
u02 þ u
00
2

½u0012
: ðA:16ÞTo evaluate the term of Eq. (A.2), there is a relation
between different basis states in sub-clusters
ð123þ 4þ 5; 12Þ and ð125þ 3þ 4; 12Þ,〈u0;gu0
P34P45u00 ;gu00 〉¼ 123 d


u01  u
00
1

ðu001Þ2
Gu0u00
Z1
1
du23
Z1
1
du24
Z1
1
du34
 d

u02 
1
3
u
00
2 þ 29u
00
3 þ 512u
00
4

ðu002Þ2
d

u
00
3 
u002 þ 112u003  516u004
ðu003Þ2
d

u
00
4 
u003  15u004
ðu004Þ2
; ðA:17ÞTo evaluate the term of Eq. (A.3), there is a relation
between different basis states in sub-clusters
ð123þ 4þ 5; 12Þ and ð124þ 3þ 5; 12Þ,〈u0;gu0
P34u00 ;gu00 〉¼ 12 d


u01  u
00
1

ðu001Þ2
d


u04  u
00
4

ðu004Þ2
Gu0u00
Z1
1
du23
d

u
00
2 
1
3
u
00
2 þ 89u
00
3

ðu002Þ2
d

u
00
3 
u002  13u003
ðu003Þ2
: ðA:18Þ
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+ MODELTo evaluate the term of Eq. (A.4), there is a relation
between different basis states in sub-clusters
ð123þ 4þ 5; 12Þ and ð12þ 34þ 5; 12Þ,u0;gu0 jv0;gv0 ¼
1
2
d


u01  v01

ðv01Þ2
d


u04  v04

ðv04Þ2
Gu0v0
Z1
1
du23
d

v02 
1
2
u
00
2  23u
00
3

ðv02Þ2
d

v03 
u002  23u003
ðv03Þ2
; ðA:19Þ
〈v;gvjt12jv
00
;gv00 〉¼ 〈v1
tðε*Þv001〉Gv0v00 d
v002  v2ðv002Þ2
d


v
00
3  v3

ðv003Þ2
d


v
00
4  v4

ðv004Þ2
; ε* ¼ E v
2
2
m
 1
2
v23
m
 5
8
v24
m
; ðA:24ÞCorrespondingly, to evaluate Eq. (A.5) we need to solve
the sub-cluster Faddeev-like equation to obtain T 12þ34
by using Pade' approximation [14], as follows
G0T
12þ34 ¼ G0t12 ~PþG0t12ePG0t12 ~P
þG0t12 ~PG0t12 ~PG0t12 ~Pþ/: ðA:20Þ
To evaluate the first term of Eq. (A.20) we should insert
again a completeness relation between the 2N t-matrix
operator and permutation operator ~P≡P13P24 [14] as
〈v;gv
G0T 12þ34jv0;gv0〉¼ G0 Z v002Dv00〈v;gvjt12jv00 ;gv00 〉
 〈v00 ;gv00
 ~Pv0;gv0〉;
ðA:21Þ
where
〈v;gvjt12jv
00
;gv00 〉¼ 〈gvjgv00 〉〈v1
t12v001〉〈v2v002〉〈v3v003〉
 〈v4
v004〉;
ðA:22Þ
and to evaluate the matrix elements of permutation
operator ~P ¼ P13P24 [13] we have used the relation
between different basis states in ð34þ 12þ 5; 12Þ and
ð12þ 34þ 5; 12Þ〈v
00
;gv00
 ~Pv0;gv0〉¼ 〈v00 ;gv00 jP13P24jv0;gv0〉¼ Gv00 v0d
v001  v02ðv02Þ2 d
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operator ~P are evaluatedwhere ε* is the energy of 2N subsystem in v-set (see Eq.
(2.7)). To evaluate Eq. (A.6) we should use the relation
between different basis states in ð12þ 34þ 5; 12Þ and
ð123þ 4þ 5; 12Þ,
〈v0;gv0 ju0;gu0〉¼
1
2
d


v01  u01

ðu01Þ2
d


v04  u04

ðu04Þ2
Gv0u0

Z1
1
dv320
d

v02 
2
3
v02  23v03

ðv02Þ2
d

v03 
 v02  12v03
ðv03Þ2
:
ðA:25Þ
To evaluate the term of Eq. (A.7) we should use
the relation between different basis states in ð12þ 34þ
5; 12Þ and ð123þ 5þ 4; 12Þ,
〈v0;gv0 jP45ju0;gu0〉¼
1
23
d


u01  v01

ðu01Þ2
d

u02  v02

ðu02Þ2
Gv0u0

Z1
1
dv320
Z1
1
dv420
Z1
1
dv34
 d

u03 
 1
4
v02  18v03 þ 34v04

ðu03Þ2
 d

u04 
 1
2
v02  14v03 þ 12v04

ðu04Þ2
:
ðA:26Þ

v
00
2  v01

ðv01Þ2
d


v
00
3  v03

ðv03Þ2
d


v
00
4  v04

ðv04Þ2
; ðA:23Þ
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+ MODELTo evaluate the term of Eq. (A.8), we should use
the relation between different basis states in ð12þ 34þ
5; 12Þ and ð123þ 5þ 4; 12Þ,〈v0;gv0 jP34ju0;gu0〉¼
1
2
d


u01  v01

ðu01Þ2
d


u04  v04

ðu04Þ2
Gv0u0
Z1
1
dv320
d

u02 
 2
3
v02  23v02

ðu02Þ2
d

u03 
v02  12v03
ðu03Þ2
: ðA:27ÞTo evaluate the fourth term of Eq. (A.9) we should use
the relation between different basis states in ð12þ 34þ
5; 12Þ and ð124þ 5þ 3; 12Þ,〈v0;gv0 jP34P45ju0;gu0〉¼
1
23
d


u01  v01

ðu01Þ2
Gv0u0
Z1
1
dv320
Z1
1
dv420
Z1
1
dv34
 d

u02 
 2
3
v02  23v02

ðu02Þ2
d

u03 
1
4
v02  18v03 þ 34v04

ðu03Þ2
d

u04 
1
2
v02  14v03 þ 12v04

ðu04Þ2
:
ðA:28ÞIn the above-mentioned integral factors the quantity uij
ðvijÞ is related to the angle variable between ui and uj (vi
and vj), i.e. uij≡cosðuiujÞ and vij≡cosðvi; vjÞ, respec-
tively (More discussions in Section 4).
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